
Relationships. Experience. Trust.

How do you increase 
your cash flow from 
$600k to $900k in 100 days?

Stepp / Invested with You.™



Simultaneously, Stepp leverages broker relationships in the Phoenix area to identify and tour potential Upleg options
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Owner decides to sell Park   
Avenue property in 

Long Beach

Seller accepts offer for 
Park Avenue Downleg

Stepp facilitates scheduling all 
inspections on the same day to 
expedite due diligence period

Stepp presents offer from 
a trusted Buyer willing to 
work with Owner’s Upleg 
contingency requirement

Park Avenue Buyer 
removes contingencies 

and releases deposit 

Long Beach Downleg
closes for $21,512,500

Phoenix-Tempe Upleg, 
closes one week later

for $30,200,000

Offer accepted, beating
out several other offers

Park Avenue Seller
submits LOI for 
Phoenix Upleg
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Downleg Escrow Period

Upleg Escrow Period

A client had owned an aging 69-unit property in Long Beach for over 
50 years. The property was in need of significant capital expenditure 
to upgrade major systems and modernize both interiors and exteriors.  
Stepp exchanged the client into a 144-unit, remodeled institutional-
quality property in the Phoenix-Tempe area, completing the entire 
exchange in 100 days. 

DOWNLEG UPLEG

64,368

121,712

SIZE (SF)

DOWNLEG UPLEG

$607K

$913K

CASH FLOW

Downleg
1741-61 Park Avenue
Long Beach
69 Units / 64,368 SF
$21,512,500 / 3.1% Cap Rate

Upleg
Salado Springs
Tempe, Arizona
144 Units / 121,712 SF
$30,200,000 / 4.7% Cap Rate

The Timeline

The Metrics

The DealThe Exchange

UNITS

DOWNLEG UPLEG

69

144

Downleg earnest money
used to open escrow 

on Upleg

May 31



Robert Stepp / 310.774.3740
rstepp@steppcommercial.com
DRE CA#01456379

“Rob and Mike were solid partners I could 
lean on through every step of my intricate 

exchange. Their knowledge, experience and 
relationships shined through in their ability to 

accomplish the seemingly impossible.”

Contact us to discuss your 1031 Exchange options.

- Walt Welton 

Stepp Commercial
2883 East Spring Street, #100
Long Beach, CA 90806
In Strategic Partnership with KWPE | License No. 01917184

Return Service Requested

Michael Toveg / 310.774.3742
mtoveg@steppcommercial.com

DRE CA#01867136

Secured an offer with an experienced Buyer willing to work with Owner’s Upleg contingency requirement

Managed the transaction process seamlessly to ensure all contingencies were removed in 7 days

Worked with the Buyer to release his deposit after contingencies were removed so that the Owner could 
use those funds as earnest money for his Upleg offer

Won a competitive bidding process against several other offers for an institutional-quality asset in the 
Phoenix-Tempe area

Increased Owner’s cash flow from $600k to $900k 

  

Stepp leveraged long-standing relationships and the trust 
established over years in the market:

  

  

  

  

SteppCommercial.com


